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Heuristic methods of solving exploratory data analysis problems suffer from one
major weakness - uncertainty regarding the optimality of the results. The developers of
DaMI (Data Mining Initiative), a genetic algorithm designed to mine the CCEP
(Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation Program) database in the search for a Persian Gulf
War syndrome, proposed a method to overcome this weakness: reproducibility ~ the
conjecture that consistent convergence on the same solutions is both necessary and
sufficient to ensure a genetic algorithm has effectively searched an unknown solution
space. We demonstrate the weakness of this conjecture in light of accepted genetic
algorithm theory. We then test the conjecture by modifying the CCEP database with the
insertion of an interesting solution of known quality and performing a discovery session
using DaMI on this modified database. The necessity of reproducibility as a terminating
condition is falsified by the algorithm finding the optimal solution without yielding strong
reproducibility. The sufficiency of reproducibility as a terminating condition is analyzed
by manual examination of the CCEP database in which strong reproducibility was
experienced. Ex post facto knowledge of the solution space is used to prove that DaMI
had not found the optimal solutions though it gave strong reproducibility, causing us to
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In 1996, Bhargava and Jacobson developed a genetic algorithm application
designed to mine the database holding the medical records of over 19,000 Persian Gulf
War (PGW) veterans in search of a syndrome responsible for their medical complaints.
As part of this study, Bhargava and Jacobson introduced the idea of reproducibility as a
quality metric to the well-established field of genetic algorithm theory. (Bhargava and
Jacobson, 1997)
This thesis examines their conjectures concerning reproducibility, both from a
theoretical and a practical standpoint. Specifically, it examines the following questions:
• Is strong reproducibility either a necessary or a sufficient metric for measuring
the effectiveness of a genetic algorithm discovery session?
• What testing method can be used to measure the effectiveness of a genetic
algorithm search on an unknown solution space?
First, a review of accepted genetic algorithm theory to date is performed. Then, a
new methodology for the testing of genetic algorithms on unknown solution spaces is
developed. In this scheme, an interesting solution of known quality is inserted into the
database. A discovery session is then performed on the modified database to determine
with what effectiveness the algorithm locates the seeded solution.
Using this methodology, we have shown that strong reproducibility is neither a
necessary nor a sufficient metric for determining the effectiveness of a genetic algorithm
discovery session. Because of the probabalistic nature of genetic algorithm searches,
there remains no objective certainty of the optimality of the results. However, the testing
method devised in this thesis does offer subjective criteria for measuring the algorithm's
adeptness at locating solutions of interest to the developer.
The results of this study contribute both to the growing body of genetic algorithm
theory and to the medical practitioners in search of a PGW syndrome. Specific
recommendations applicable only to DaMI research are made in Appendix C.
This thesis is divided into seven chapters:
• Chapter I: Introduction.
• Chapter II: Background. Includes introduction to genetic algorithms and to
DaMI.
• Chapter HI: Reproducibility Conjecture. A summary of the conjecture made
by Bhargava and Jacobson.
• Chapter IV: Literature Review.
• Chapter V: Methodology.
• Chapter VI: Findings.
• Chapter VQ: Conclusions and Recommendations.
II. BACKGROUND
This chapter provides necessary background material for the rest of the thesis,
including a general introduction to genetic algorithms and an introduction to DaMI (Data
Mining Initiative).
A. INTRODUCTION TO GENETIC ALGORITHMS
A genetic algorithm is an automated, adaptive search technique modeled after the
Darwinian principles of natural selection and 'survival of the fittest.' Genetic algorithms
grew out of the study of adaptation in artificial and natural systems by Holland (1975) in
the early 1970's. By using this method, a genetic algorithm can search the problem space
in a general manner .
The genetic algorithm is designed to operate on a population of candidate
solutions analogous to the chromosomes of a biological system. Each solution is
modeled as a chromosome, and is evaluated by an objective function. It is the value
returned by this objective function, called the fitness measure, which determines the
probability of each chromosome reproducing offspring to pass on to the next generation.
Each chromosome consists of a string of genes, whose values are called alleles. These
genes are typically represented as a string of bits, though floating point numbers and
integers may be used. (Holland, 1975)
A typical genetic algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2. 1 . The genetic algorithm
begins by selecting an initial population, P(t), at time t=0. This initial population is
usually selected randomly, but may be selected deterministically if the situation warrants.
Each of the members of the initial population is then evaluated by the objective function.
While the terminating condition is not satisfied, the results of these evaluations are used
as inputs in probabilistically determining which members reproduce for the next
generation, according to the Darwinian principle of survival of the fittest. This
reproduction is accomplished by a process called crossover, which may be further
supplemented by mutation. These offspring are used as the inputs to the next generation,
and the process repeats itself. A generational genetic algorithm stores the offspring in a
temporary location until the end of the generation, when they replace the entire parent
generation. In a steady-state genetic algorithm, the offspring immediately replace the





evaluate structures in P(t);
while termination condition not satisfied do
begin
t = t+ 1;
P(t) = select from P(t-l)
alter structures in P(t);
end
end.
Figure 2.1: Typical Genetic Algorithm
From Corcoran and Wainwright (1995)
The genetic algorithm uses three genetic operators to mimic genetic
recombination in the production of offspring: reproduction, crossover, and mutation.
Solutions from the current generation are preferentially selected according to the relative
value of the objective function, and then operated on by one of these genetic operators, as
described below:
• Reproduction: Asexual reproduction of single parent rule to single offspring
rule without modification
• Crossover: Sexual reproduction involving the exchange of chromosomes
between two parents producing two different child rules
• Mutation: Asexual reproduction of single parent rule with random
modifications resulting in a different child rule
(Holland, 1975)
While the basic principles and operations of a genetic algorithm are simple and
straightforward, there are numerous variations and options which can be implemented to
customize a genetic algorithm for a specific task. The modeling of hypotheses into
chromosomes, the methods of selecting hypotheses for reproduction, crossover, and
mutation, and the specific methods of introducing random mutations into the
chromosomes are some of the ways that a genetic algorithm can be individualized. A
particular genetic algorithm developed at the Naval Postgraduate School is the focus of
this study.
B. INTRODUCTION TO DATA MINING INITIATIVE
1. Introduction
DaMI is a genetic algorithm developed by Jacobson to assist the Department of
Defense (DoD) in the effort to define and localize a PGW syndrome. Since the gulf war,
over 27,000 PGW veterans have presented health complaints which they attributed to
their service in the region (CCEP, 1996a). Many of these veterans reported nonspecific
symptoms not directly attributable to a specific disease or syndrome (group of commonly
occurring symptoms/conditions) (CCEP, 1996a). The large number ofPGW veterans
presenting health complaints sparked an effort by the DoD to attempt to discover if these
non-specific symptoms could be correlated with any "clusters" of PGW veterans. The
theory of this approach is that a PGW syndrome will be characterized by a "cluster" or
group of individuals sharing some common trait(s) (demographics, location, action,
exposures, etc.) who also share a similar group of symptoms. (CCEP, 1996b)
DaMI was developed as a search algorithm designed to locate these clusters
within the Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation Program (CCEP) database. With few
variations, it is a conventional generational genetic algorithm designed to mine the CCEP
database to aid the search for a PGW syndrome (Jacobson, 1996). A syndrome is defined
by a unique series of symptoms and/or ailments which are shared by a specific group of
individuals (Jacobson, 1996).
A genetic algorithm was chosen because of the large search space resident in the
CCEP database. DaMI examines the association between a large number of variables. In
one of Jacobson' s studies, there were 15 standard symptoms (LHS) and 21 possible
diagnoses (RHS) (Jacobson, 1996). The attributes were represented as Boolean variables
and were not limited in the number of possible combinations (i.e. any or all combinations
of symptoms and diagnoses could be simultaneously present or "true"). This resulted in a
search space of 236 or 6.8 x 10
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possible hypotheses. To analyze this search space using
simple "brute force" methods (i.e. testing every possible combination exhaustively) on a
typical 486DX/66 Mhz personal computer would require -315 years, based on an analysis
rate of 600,000 analyses per day (Jacobson, 1996). A genetic algorithm was chosen to
analyze this search space because of its ability to effectively search a database in
considerably less time than the brute force approach.
2. Design
a. Genetic Algorithm
The DaMI data structure was designed such that each chromosome
consisted of a number of genes, where each gene was encoded as a Boolean attribute
representing some piece of medical information for each service member. Over 19,000
DoD personnel were represented in the CCEP database, with each person's record
encoded into this chromosomal format. The first runs performed by Jacobson (1996)
involved chromosomes with 53 genes that were divided into left-hand-side (LHS) and
right-hand-side (RHS) attributes, where the LHS consisted of 32 possible
exposures/demographics and the RHS consisted of 21 possible diagnoses. An individual
who reported 10 different exposures and was diagnosed with 3 different diagnoses might
have a chromosome that looked like the following (where each 'Y' represents a positive
report of a specific exposure/demographic or the presence of a specific diagnosis, and
each 'N' represents a negative report of a specific exposure/demographic or the absence
of a specific diagnosis. The first three genes, 'IMC may represent demographics such as
'1' = 'army', 'M' = 'male', 'C = 'Caucasian'):
1MCNNNYYNYNNYYYNYYYNNNNNNNYNNNNN I YNNNNNNNNYNYNNNNNNNNN
32 exposures I 21 diagnoses
DaMI is designed to search the CCEP database, which consists of 19,000
chromosomes of this type. Its basic architecture is modeled after Goldberg (1986), with
the exception that DaMI stores rules as strings of Boolean attributes (T' = consider the
attribute; 'F' = don't consider the attribute). In this manner, DaMI can examine the
associations between risk factors (exposures/demographics) and outcomes
(symptoms/diagnoses) in aggregate before competing for selection and genetic
recombination (Jacobson, 1996). Figure 2.2 illustrates the difference between the
Goldberg model and that used in the DaMI architecture.
b. Statistical Analysis Algorithm
The DaMI statistical package in use is a fairly simple algorithm. Given a
set of dependent attributes (RHS) and independent attributes (LHS), the statistical
package is designed to return a value representing the "interest" of the given combination.
"Interesting" is defined as "combinations of RHS attributes (dependent variables) which
are highly dependent on combinations of LHS attributes (independent variables), or in
other words, the candidate dependent variables are truly determined (not independent of)
by the candidate independent variables." (Jacobson, 1996)
Conventional Genetic Algorithm Representation (Goldberg, 1989)
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:
Rule 1 indicates a relationship between Male Navy personnel who reported exposure to Uranium but not
Anthrax and an outcome diagnosis including Depression
DaMI Genetic Algorithm Representation
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Rule 2 indicates a relationship between gender, service, reported exposure to Uranium and/or
Anthrax and whether or not the patient was diagnosed with Depression
Figure 2.2: Conventional and DaMI Algorithm Representations
From Jacobson (1996)
To determine the fitness measure of each attribute combination, DaMI
uses what Jacobson described as a modified j-measure value (Jacobson, 1996). In
classical epidemiology, a test is evaluated in terms of four variables which describe how
successfully the test predicts the actual presence (or absence) of a particular disease.
These four variables are computed using a two-by-two matrix, or contingency table, of






















Figure 2.3: Classical Epidemiological Measures
From Jacobson (1996)
From these four variables, four quality values are computed. These values
Positive Predictive Value: Indicates the ability of a positive test to accurately
identify the presence of a disease in a patient. It is indicated as PV(+) in
Figure 2.3
Negative Predictive Value: Indicates the ability of a negative test result to
accurately determine the absence of a disease in a patient. It is indicated as
PV(-) in Figure 2.3
Sensitivity: The proportion of subjects with a disease who have a positive
test for the disease.
Specificity: The proportion of subjects without the disease who have a
negative test.
(Jacobson, 1996)
The goal in DaMI research was to create a measure which was "suitably
large when any of the four measures [PV(+), PV(-), sensitivity, and specificity] were large
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and suitably low when none of the measures were relatively large—in effect an aggregate
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A natural log function was used to shape the fitness function for better genetic
competition, such that the actual fitness measure becomes:
modifiedj-measure = 1 + ln[(a*b)/(c*d)]































Figure 2.4: Modified J-measure Calculations
From Jacobson (1996)
3. Results
Twenty-five discovery sessions (runs) were conducted by Jacobson (1996), of
which six production runs were discussed. Earlier runs were used to test the performance
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of DaMI during development and to refine the settings of tunable parameters for optimal
discovery. Three of these six runs searched for associations between the gender, service,
race, and reported exposures of PGW participants (LHS) and the diagnoses that were
assigned by the CCEP medical examination process (RHS). They are referred to as
exposure-to-diagnosis runs. (Jacobson, 1996) The other three production runs (exposure-
to-symptom runs) were not addressed by this thesis.
In addition to these runs, a series of specialized analyses was performed relating to
an oil fire in Khamisayah, Iraq. This study involved correlations between range (in miles)
from Khamisayah and combinations of 15 standard symptoms and/or 60 diagnoses
categories. (Bhargava and Jacobson, 1997) This study is referred to as the Khamisayah
study, and was also used as a part of this thesis.
While the results produced by DaMI are impressive, the authors raised a
paradoxical question: How can we be assured that the results produced by DaMI are the
best possible results? (Bhargava and Jacobson, 1997) It is impossible to prove that
DaMI's results are the best results without exhaustively testing every hypothesis, yet it
was the impracticality of doing this that facilitated the use of a genetic algorithm as a
search tool in the first place. Not only does this have an important bearing on the
confidence placed in the algorithm's results, but an even more fundamental question must
be answered: What terminating condition is necessary to declare that a discovery session
is complete and no more runs need be performed? The next chapter will address the




In the last chapter, we discussed the paradoxical situation inherent in any heuristic
search - the uncertainty regarding optimality of the results. The developers ofDaMI
offered a proposed solution: reproducibility. Specifically, they looked for evidence in
successive runs that a genetic algorithm started (in generation 0) from radically different
points in the fitness landscape, yet converged (in the last generations) to the same
solutions. This evidence, termed reproducibility, was offered as strongly suggesting that
the "optimal values are indeed global." (Bhargava and Jacobson, 1997) To make these
pair-comparisons, a graph was made to show that a very small percentage of low fitness
measure (1.0-3.0) hypotheses was duplicated from run-to-run, while near-complete
duplication of high fitness measure (>8.01) hypotheses was experienced (see Figure 2.5).






















This strong reproducibility was considered enough evidence for the authors to
claim that they "feel strongly that any rule of interest will be in DaJVU's output hypothesis
set." (Bhargava and Jacobson, 1996) A reproduction of the relevant section of
Jacobson's thesis is included as Appendix A of this study. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 were
included to describe what they considered the two possible outcomes of a genetic search.
A large number of the highest
fitness rules are discovered by
all three runs. This suggests
a comprehensive search of the
alternative space
O run#lO run #2O run #3
X x x . - hypothesis discovered by all three mns (larger
x's indicate larger fitness measures)
X X x . - hypothesis not discovered by all three runs




Little or no intersection
between hypotheses dis-
covered by independent runs.
Suggests search space has
not been effectively searched
O run#lO run #2O run#3
X x x
.
- hypothesis discovered by all three runs (larger
x's indicate larger fitness measures)
X x x . - hypothesis not discoveredby all three runs
Figure 2.7: Weak Reproducibility of GA Search
From Jacobson (1996)
It is believed that Jacobson was the first to specifically propose reproducibility as a
metric to determine when a discovery session should be terminated. The next chapter in
this thesis will discuss the analysis of this claim from the standpoint of conventional
genetic algorithm theory. Then we will discuss the procedure devised to specifically test




A literature review was conducted on over 1500 titles related to genetic
algorithms. Titles were examined for their relation to one of two criteria:
• Generic convergence theories
• Generic testing methods
Twenty-seven articles were reviewed whose titles appeared to suggest discussion of
generic convergence theories. No articles were found that discussed generic testing
methods for genetic algorithms. A legitimate effort was made to cover the spectrum of
literature available on these topics, and it is believed that what follows is a good
representation. The possibility remains, however, that some articles were missed. We
apologize in advance if this is the case.
Genetic algorithms were first introduced by Holland in the early 1970's (Holland,
1975). With genetic algorithm theory still in its infant stages, Holland demonstrated that
the "algorithm's power is most evident when it is confronted with problems involving
high dimensionality (hundreds to hundreds of thousands of attributes, as in genetics and
economics) and multitudes of local optima." (Holland, 1975) Holland recognized that
convergence of a genetic algorithm on a solution is not a useful guide to its robustness
because of the non-zero probability that the observed average performance of suboptimal
structures in the domain will exceed the observed average performance of the optimal
structure(s), leading to the possibility of the deletion of data concerning the optimal
structure (Holland, 1975).
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Holland goes on to say, however, that each structure must therefore be repeatedly
tested, and that this repeated testing (and the law of large numbers) "assures that
suboptimal structures which have a finite probability of displacing an optimal structure
will do so with a limiting frequency approaching that probability." (Holland, 1975) Here
may be found the genesis of the idea that reproducibility leads to strong assurance that the
genetic algorithm has searched the solution space effectively. This is insufficient in and
of itself, however, because by Holland's own claims, there is still a non-zero probability
that the algorithm will converge on this suboptimal structure.
In 1983, Ermakov and Zhiglyavskij offered a convergence theory for random
search techniques using probability analysis. This work was further tailored to
evolutionary algorithms by Qi and Palmieri in 1994. By 1996, Weishui and Chen proved
a convergence theorem of genetic algorithms with all three basic operators in the general
sense (solution space is m-dimensional Euclidean space). It was the first convergence
theorem in the strict sense (Weishui and Chen, 1996).
In 1988, Koza discussed a phenomenon in genetic algorithms termed premature
convergence, in which the fitness measure of a mediocre rule is disproportionately larger
than the other individuals of its generation, leading to the mediocre rule dominating the
population too quickly and providing the only material for future rules.
It will be helpful at this point to discuss the concept of fitness landscapes, first
introduced by Wright in 1932. This concept involves the mapping of an individual's
genomes to its fitness, and a visualization of that mapping. The idea of genetic
algorithms searching on a fitness landscape was introduced as early as 1989 (Kauffman,
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1989). To understand a fitness landscape, first imagine the space of all possible
hypotheses that could be generated by a particular search algorithm applied to a particular
problem. Each particular hypothesis has a fitness measure associated with it. Now,
imagine that the space of all possible hypotheses is mapped onto the x-y plane, and that
the fitness of each particular hypothesis is plotted on the z-axis. This will create a surface
where the peaks are the locations of the hypotheses with good fitness measures, and the
valleys are the locations of the hypotheses with high fitness measures. Discovering the
global optimum then becomes equivalent to searching over this landscape for the highest
peak. (Kinnear, 1994)
It follows from the above description that the neighbors of any particular
hypothesis on the x-y plane are those hypotheses that can be generated by a single
operation of the genetic operators. A key aspect of the success of evolutionary adaptive
techniques is now raised—the correlation between the parents' and the offspring's fitness.
If there is no variation between parents and offspring, then no improvement is made in
the genetic search. On the other hand, if there is no correlation at all between the parents
and offspring, then a genetic search becomes of no avail because the preferential selection
of parents yields no probabilistic improvement in the selection of offspring, making the
genetic algorithm no better than a random search technique. (Kinnear, 1994)
Kinnear uses the term ruggedness to describe this correlation between parents and
offspring. A genetic algorithm will have difficulty locating the highest peak in a fitness
landscape with great ruggedness. Contrarily, a genetic algorithm will likely have little
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difficulty locating the global optimum in a fitness landscape consisting of one large hill,
the top of which represents the best solution. (Kinnear, 1994)
In 1989, Goldberg described a minimal deceptive problem, in which "short, low-
order building blocks lead to incorrect (suboptimal) longer, higher order building blocks,"
causing the genetic algorithm to diverge from the global optimum. Though he predates
Kinnear' s discussion of the ruggedness of fitness landscapes, deception and high
ruggedness can be considered almost synonymous. In terms of fitness landscapes, a
deceptive problem can be viewed as a flagpole in a valley surrounded by rolling hills,
where the tip of the flagpole is higher than any hill and represents the global optimum.
The "neighbors" of the flagpole (on the x-y plane) would all be located in the valley, and
would be preferentially passed over by the algorithm in favor of points on the surrounding
hills, though these points tend to lead the algorithm to converge only to local optima.
Goldberg (1989) also showed that a standard genetic algorithm would consistently
converge to an incorrect solution of the deceptive problem.
Other authors offered solutions to overcome these deceptive problems. In 1994,
Renders and Bersini proposed to combine genetic algorithms with more traditional hill-
climbing algorithms in a hybrid computing environment. Also in 1994, Dasgupta
reported success using what he termed a structured genetic algorithm which introduced
hierarchy into the genome representation in order to overcome deceptive problems. In
1995, Kingdon and Dekker recommended random changes in the representation of the
search space to prevent convergence on suboptimal solutions.
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In all of the articles reviewed that discussed the issue, it was generally accepted
that one must either possess a priori knowledge of the fitness landscape or have no
measure of certainty associated with the algorithm's results. It is believed that Jacobson
was the first to suggest reproducibility as an indication of the algorithm's robustness. In
addition, it is believed that any testing of the genetic algorithm's performance was done
on a fitness landscape of known quality. No articles were found that offered a solution to





We now have a sufficient theoretical base to relate this to the current study. In
this chapter, we will first discuss the implications of Jacobson's conjecture on
reproducibility in light of conventional genetic algorithm theory. We then discuss the
specific procedure designed by the authors to test the conjecture.
A. REPRODUCIBILITY AND GENETIC ALGORITHM THEORY
Recall the two possible outcomes of a genetic algorithm discovery session
proposed by Jacobson (1996) (see Figures 2.6 and 2.7) - either strong reproducibility
(indicating a successful search) or weak reproducibility (indicating an unsuccessful
search). Theoretically, there are four possible outcomes according to these criteria:
• Strong/positive: The algorithm produces strong reproducibility and locates
the optimal solution.
• Strong/negative: The algorithm produces strong reproducibility and does not
locate the optimal solution.
• Weak/positive: The algorithm does not produce strong reproducibility and
locates the optimal solution.
• Weak/negative: The algorithm does not produce strong reproducibility and
does not locate the optimal solution.
The claim of Jacobson (1996) is that the second and fourth criteria can be
eliminated as possibilities. In classical philosophical terminology, this amounts to the
assertion that strong reproducibility is both necessary and sufficient to ensure that the
solution space has been effectively searched. It is the testing of this claim to which this
research is directed. Specifically, is strong reproducibility a valid terminating condition
for a discovery session?
23

Consider the hypothetical situation in which the CCEP database fitness landscape
consists only of a single flagpole in the middle of a large valley adjacent to a single rolling
hill (see Figure 5.1). As above, the tip of the flagpole is the maximum value on the
landscape and represents the global optimum. Upon running Dalvfl on this solution space,
it seemed reasonable to conclude that DaJVfl could consistently converge on the
suboptimal peak at the top of the rolling hill, yielding strong reproducibility as described in
Bhargava and Jacobson (1997), while at the same time failing to locate the global













Figure 5.1: Hypothetical Deceptive Fitness Landscape
Because of the complexity ofthe CCEP database, however, it is unlikely that this
simplistic version of a fitness landscape comes even close to representing that of the
database. We now stretch the analogy further, and add more small hills to the picture,
each with a much smaller base and a much lower peak than the first hill. It should be
understood that we are starting to describe in graphical terms the non-zero probability of
24

suboptimal structures dominating the optimal structures described by Holland. In this
particular situation, this probability is potentially large, and we may still expect DaMI to
converge on the larger hill, while still leaving the flagpole undiscovered. Referring to the
four possible outcomes of a discovery session, this outcome would be a strong/negative,
eliminating the sufficiency of strong reproducibility to assure optimal results.
Visualize now a second fitness landscape consisting ofmany rolling hills of very
nearly the same size and same shape, with one larger hill in the middle representing the
























Figure 5.2. Hypothetical Fitness Landscape with Near-Uniform Solutions
Because of a genetic algorithm's inherent randomness and the large number of
paths to climb the optimum hill, it seemed reasonable to conclude that a genetic algorithm
could locate the optimal solution some of the time, yet fail to give indications of strong
reproducibility as described in Bhargava and Jacobson (1997). This situation would be a
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weak/positive, eliminating the necessity of strong reproducibility as a terminating
condition.
B. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The purpose of this study was to address these theoretical issues using the
scientific method on the DaMI genetic algorithm. Specifically, could a testing scheme be
devised which would falsify the above claims? There were essentially two independent
hypotheses to test - the first that reproducibility was a necessary terminating condition,
the second that reproducibility was a sufficient terminating condition. The inherent
difficulty in testing these hypotheses lies in the paradox noted in Chapter n, i.e. that to
prove how effectively a genetic algorithm had searched the solution space would require
absolute knowledge of the fitness landscape. In the case of the CCEP database, an
exhaustive analysis of the database was impractical because of its sheer size.
It was the design of this thesis, however, not to positively prove the above claims
(which proof would be highly impractical), but to test the claims from a statistical
perspective. The procedure devised was relatively simple. The solution space was
deliberately altered in a very small way by the surgical insertion of "interesting"
hypotheses, as defined by Jacobson (1996). These hypotheses were deliberately chosen to
be more interesting than any hypotheses reported in Jacobson (1996), as measured both
by the modified j-measure statistical analysis and by intuitive inspection of the
contingency tables. After this seeding of interesting solutions, we ran DaMI on the
modified database enough times to examine its performance. Specifically, we looked for
26

two things: DaMFs level of reproducibility and its adeptness at locating the seeded
solutions.
1. Testing the Necessity of Reproducibility
The first hypothesis to be tested was the necessity of strong reproducibility as a
terminating condition. In order to do this, it would be necessary to insert a solution that
would be analogous to the large hill described above, yet higher than any solution found
by DaMI in its prior runs. A program similar to the one in Figure 5.3 was used to seed
solutions into the Khamisayah database, where priml is the database table where the
participants' medical records resided.
Select priml
scan
if LHS attributes - desired conditions
replace RHS attributes with desired condition
endif
endscan
Figure 5.3: Seed Code
A series of runs on the modified database would yield one of the four results
described in Section V.A. A strong/positive or a weak/negative result would tend to
confirm the conjecture made by Jacobson in his thesis, but would prove nothing. A
strong/negative result would have no bearing on the necessity of strong reproducibility as
a terminating condition, but would disprove the conjecture that strong reproducibility was
a sufficient terminating condition. Only a weak/positive result would absolutely falsify
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the conjecture that strong reproducibility was a necessary terminating condition, so a
solution was seeded that was considered of a nature to best yield this result. The solution
considered to best meet this criteria would consist of relatively few numbers of attributes
and would affect a large number of records.
If the algorithm gave strong/positive, strong/negative, or weak/negative results,
different solutions would be seeded in a further attempt to falsify this particular
conjecture. If a large number of runs continually gave these results, a statistical analysis
would be performed to determine the significance of the findings.
2. Testing the Sufficiency of Reproducibility
The more significant claim made by Jacobson was the sufficiency of strong
reproducibility as a terminating condition. Not only was it the more significant claim, but
it would also be more difficult to test. Two different solutions were seeded into the
exposure-to-diagnosis database to test this conjecture. Again, four outcomes were
possible. A strong/positive or a weak/negative result would tend to confirm the conjecture
made by Jacobson (1996), but would prove nothing. A weak/positive result would have
no bearing on the sufficiency of strong reproducibility as a terminating condition, but
would disprove the conjecture that strong reproducibility was a necessary terminating
condition. Only a strong/negative result would absolutely falsify the conjecture that
strong reproducibility was a necessary terminating condition, so a solution was seeded
that was considered of a nature to best yield this result. The solution considered to best
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meet this criteria would consist of a complex combination of attributes and would affect a
relatively small number of records.
If the algorithm gave strong/positive, weak/positive, or weak/negative results,
different solutions would be seeded in a further attempt to falsify this particular
conjecture. If a large number of runs continually gave these results, a statistical analysis
would be performed to determine the significance of the findings.
B. ANALYSIS STRATEGY
All runs were analyzed for reproducibility in the same manner used by Jacobson.
To generate the reproducibility graphs, the first run was compared individually to each
subsequent run. The program used to perform these comparisons was identical to that
used in Jacobson (1996). For these comparisons, strong reproducibility was defined as
any series of runs in which all runs agreed on at least 90% of the solutions with fitness
measure >8.01.
In addition, the output of each run was analyzed manually to determine if the
seeded solution was located by the genetic algorithm. The output was inspected not only






1. Testing the Necessity of Reproducibility
In order to test the necessity of reproducibility, the program in Figure 6. 1 was
used to seed a relatively simple solution into the Khamisayah database. A total of 1074
(of 7746) records were affected.
Select priml
scan
iffatig = "Y" and diarr = "Y"
replace kinlO with "Y"
endif
endscan
Figure 6.1: Seed Code
The pre-seeded and post-seeded contingency tables are shown below:
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It is of no consequence that the modified j-measure for the seeded solution was undefined.
It is not the object of a genetic algorithm necessarily to find the one best solution, but to
find a range of the best solutions. Because of the large number of records altered by the
seed, this would have a large collateral effect on other potential solutions, as was intended.
Nine experimental runs were performed on this modified database. The results are















Figure 6.2: Testing the Necessity of Reproducibility
To interpret the chart, consider the point (1.0-3.0,4.7%) in series 201/207. An
intersection value of4.7% indicates that 4.7% of the hypotheses of fitness measure 1.0-3.0
in the first run (run 201, in this instance) are also located in the second run (run 207, in
this instance). Note that by the standards described in Jacobson (1996), this represents
weak reproducibility. Did DaMI locate the seeded solution? Upon answering this
question, we will begin to see one weakness of reproducibility in describing the success of
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question, we will begin to see one weakness of reproducibility in describing the success
of a genetic algorithm. Remember that the seeded solution itself had an undefined fitness
measure, so to find that one exact solution would not be feasible. However, to figure out
that this was the best solution only took a cursory look at DaMI's results.
Consider only the first run, run 201. This run had 108 solutions with fitness
measure >8.01. Of these solutions, all 108 included the RHS attribute, kinlO, and at least
one of the LHS attributes, fatig or diarr. In addition, 66 of the 108 solutions included all
three of the seeded attributes. DaMI did, in fact, locate the seeded solution in this run
(see Appendix B for the top 20 rules found by run 201). Six of the other tables yielded
similar results. The reason the results in Figure 6.2 do not show strong reproducibility






fatig, diarr, headache; RHS: kin10, kin30
fatig, diarr; RHS: kinlO, kin30
fatig, diarr, headache; RHS: kinlO
fatig, diarr, backpain; RHS: kinlO, kin30
Visual observation of the four solutions quickly leads to the conclusion that there is a
high correlation between the three affected attributes. However, when calculating
intersection between two solution sets, the computer program used by Jacobson (1996)
(and by this study) only counts an intersection if both the LHS text and the RHS text are
exact duplicates. If the first two solutions above were found by one run and the second
two by another, the computer program would yield 0% reproducibility, as there are no
exact duplicates. Seven of the nine experimental runs yielded just this type of result. So,
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in some sense, though these seven runs produced no strong reproducibility as defined by
Jacobson, they had each converged on the same solution
Had this been the case for all the runs, perhaps the only thing needed would be an
alteration of the definition of reproducibility. However, two of the runs (206 and 209) did
not converge on the correct solution. An examination of the results showed that run 206
found strong associations between diarr and kinlO, but did not locate the even stronger
correlation when the symptomfatig was added. Run 209 did not yield an association
between any of the three seeded attributes. This test proved that strong reproducibility
was not a necessary terminating condition for a genetic algorithm, nor should the operator
wait for strong reproducibility to be certain that the algorithm had effectively searched the
solution space. With this in mind, the two figures (see Figures 2.6 and 2.7) used by
Jacobson to represent the two possible outcomes of a genetic algorithm search may now
be supplemented with Figure 6.3.
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Though only a very small
percentage of intersection
occurs between the runs, and
some runs yield no intersection
whatsoever, knowledge of the
solution space gives us
assurance that the database
has been searched
effectively.
O run#lO run #2O run #3
X x x
.
- hypothesis discovered by nil three runs (larger
x's indicate larger fitness measures')
X x x . - hypothesis not discovered by all three runs
Figure 6.3: Alternate Explanation of Weak Reproducibility
After Jacobson (1996)
2. Testing the Sufficiency of Reproducibility
In order to test the sufficiency of reproducibility, a program similar to that in
Figure 6. 1 was used to seed a relatively complex solution into the exposure-to-diagnosis
database.
For the first seed, the LHS conditions (exposures) were contmjvatr, contmjood,
and pq after, and the RHS conditions (diagnoses) were a307_81 and a692_9. There
were a total of 1 15 records in priml in which the three LHS attributes were "Y". The














A second solution was added in which the LHS conditions (exposures) were
microwaves, malaria, and botulism, and the RHS conditions (diagnoses) were a309_81
and a780_71. There were a total of 297 records in priml in which the three LHS
attributes were "Y". The pre-seeded and post-seeded contingency tables are shown
below:
T 'F'











The highest fitness measure located by the three production runs was 9.26. The
seeded solutions' fitness measures of 9.65 and 9.62 were sufficiently higher than this
figure to adequately test the hypothesis.
Nine experimental runs were performed on this modified database. The results
are shown in Figure 6.4. Only weak reproducibility by the standards outlined in Jacobson
(1996) was experienced, and the seeded solution was not located. This corresponded to a
weak/negative result, tending to confirm the conjecture made by Jacobson. However, it
was noted that in over 40 test runs leading up to the current experiment, the strong
reproducibility described in Jacobson (1996) was never encountered. At this point, two
questions arose:
• Since only a small portion of the solution space was affected by the
insertion of the seeded solution, why didn't the test runs give a similar
level of strong reproducibility as the production runs in Jacobson
(1996)?
• Was there some other way of testing the hypothesis that did not require


















Figure 6.4: Testing the Sufficiency of Reproducibility
To answer these questions, a more detailed analysis ofDaMTs results was
necessary. Consider the level of reproducibility represented in Figure 6.4 Though this is
the same method used by Jacobson (1996) to determine reproducibility, again it does not
tell the whole story. Specifically, the graph tells nothing of the nature of the solutions
found by DaMI. A manual analysis of the highest fitness measure (>8.01) solutions,
though, yielded what we considered interesting conclusions. In the experimental runs, a
total of 45 solutions with fitness measure >8.01 were discovered. Of these 45 solutions,
30 were found by the original production runs reported in Jacobson (1996), leaving 15
new solutions discovered in this experiment.
Of these 15 new solutions, 12 were present in the database (but not located by
DaMI) during Jacobson' s (1996) initial production runs. This was verified in two ways:
• The hypotheses did not involve any of the genes affected by the seed.
• The original priml table was manually queried for the new hypotheses
and their actual presence in the database was verified.
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Furthermore, a manual analysis of these solutions showed very high intersection of
attributes between the 45 high fitness measure solutions. Of the 21 possible RHS
attributes, only 6 are represented by these solutions. Furthermore, all 45 of the solutions
have a RHS contribution that consists of some combination of two of these six attributes.
Only five such combinations are represented, four of which contain the attribute a296_20.
The fifth combination appeared five times and consists of the attribute a780_7, which,
when paired with a296_20, represents 25 of the other 40 solutions. All 45 of the
solutions have only one instance where both the LHS and RHS attributes were true. In
other words, both the experimental runs and the production runs really are converging on
the same solutions, though less consistently in the experimental runs.
To this point we have only discussed those solutions with fitness measures >8.01
for the following reasons:
• There are a relatively small number of hypotheses located with fitness
measures >8.01, making manual verification feasible, and
• This is the only area with very strong reproducibility; therefore discussion of
only these hypotheses is sufficient to address the sufficiency of strong
reproducibility
Note that much of our discussion hinges on the lack of specificity in the term
reproducibility. Jacobson (1996) defined reproducibility in terms of percent intersection
of exact rules between solution sets. For a rule to be counted, both the LHS attributes and
RHS attributes had to be exactly the same. No consideration was given to other possible
similarities between the solution sets. It will be noted that 12 new hypotheses were
located by the experimental runs that could have been located by the production runs, but
were not. In this case, the three production runs located only 7 1% (30 of 42) of the
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known good solutions in the solution space. It is conceivable that future runs could yield
more new solutions, which would only cause this number to get worse. With this in mind,
our findings to this point may be further supplemented with Figure 6.5.
A large number of high
fitness rules are discovered by
all three runs. The known
presence of other high fitness
rules in the solution space
indicates that strong
reproducibility alone is not
sufficient to ensure the
solution space has been
effectively searched
O run#lO run #2O run #3
X Xx.- hypothesis discovered by ail three run.-; (larger
x's indicate larger fitness measures)
X X x . - hypothesis not discovered by all three runs
Figure 6.5: Alternate Explanation of Strong Reproducibility
After Jacobson (1996)
Upon examining Figure 6.5, note that there is, again, no way of proving relatively
how many ofthe large, black X's should be indicated on the diagram without performing
an exhaustive search ofthe solution space. It is only the added information provided by
the experimental runs that allows us to go back and redraw this figure as shown here,
noting that at the time the strong reproducibility described in Jacobson (1996) was




Can this problem be solved by redefining the term reproducibility in a less strict
manner? The term may be redefined, but this does not solve the problem. Using a loose
definition of the term reproducibility, many of the production runs and experimental runs
converged on the "same" solutions. With the high degree of similarities between these
solutions, all these solutions may be considered to be on or near one "hill" in the fitness
landscape. However, the experimental runs failed to locate the two seeded solutions,
which had higher fitness measures than any of the solutions found by DaMI. With this
loose definition of reproducibility, DaMI only located one of three solutions, still yielding
negative results.
To this point, we have not discussed the three solutions located by the
experimental runs that were not present in the original database. All three of these
solutions were located in the same run. Was DaMI converging on the correct solution?
To answer this question, examine the three solutions:
• LHS: service, smoke_now, sex; RHS: a296_20, a692_9
• LHS: service, microwaves, sex; RHS: a296_20, a692_9
• LHS: service, carcjpaint, sex; RHS: a296_20, a692_9













Note that it is again the small number of RHS attributes when combined with a296_20
that is the cause of the high fitness measure, not that DaMI is beginning to sniff the
seeded solution.
It has now been demonstrated that just as strong reproducibility is not a necessary
terminating condition for a data session, neither is it a sufficient terminating condition. It
is a simplistic measure that does not consider the nature of the fitness landscape and the
probabilistic nature of a genetic algorithm. In addition, the original results reported by
Jacobson were misleading, as will now be discussed.
B. VERIFICATION RUNS
Note that we still have not determined why the algorithm gave such strong
reproducibility during Jacobson's (1996) production runs, but not during the experimental
runs performed in this study. At this point, it was noted that only three exposure-to-
diagnosis runs were conducted by Jacobson in the original study—hardly enough to give
statistical significance. Rather than speculate why the original production runs gave such
strong reproducibility and the experimental runs in this thesis did not, it was decided that
increasing the sample size of the original three production runs would be beneficial. Five
more runs were performed identical to those performed in Jacobson (1996).
The results of the five verification runs are shown in Figure 6.6. The comparison
is to the same table (run 20) as that made in Jacobson (1996). Four of the five
verification runs showed weak reproducibility. Only the third run, run 503, showed












Figure 6.6: Verification Runs Reproducibility
For a scientific study's results to be conclusive, they must be reproducible by a
third party. The results of the verification runs indicate that the findings reported in
Jacobson (1996) are not reproducible in the strictly scientific usage of the term. A review
of all the runs performed to this point will show that none actually gave consistently
strong reproducibility. This is not only the case for the experimental runs, but for the
original production runs as well.
The experimental runs demonstrated that reproducibility is neither a necessary nor
a sufficient terminating condition of a genetic algorithm data session. The verification
runs demonstrated that thefeasibility of attaining consistent reproducibility is
questionable. This is intuitively supported by an understanding of the probabilistic nature
of genetic algorithms. Furthermore, it is supported by an absence of reference to its
occurrence in the large body of genetic algorithm literature reviewed (see Chapter IV). In
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any case, it has been demonstrated that DaMI does not give the consistent reproducibility




VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has examined the conjecture made by Bhargava and Jacobson (1997)
that strong reproducibility is a necessary and sufficient terminating condition to ensure a
genetic algorithm produces the best possible results. It is believed that this is the fust
study to examine this conjecture directly. First, the conjecture was examined from a
theoretical standpoint. It was demonstrated that others had addressed the issue indirectly,
particularly in their discussions of deceptive problems.
Furthermore, we have tested the conjecture in a scientific manner and have
demonstrated practically that strong reproducibility is neither a necessary nor a sufficient
terminating condition for a genetic algorithm data session. The necessity of
reproducibility as a terminating condition was falsified by running the algorithm on a
database modified by the surgical insertion of a solution with an infinite fitness measure.
Because the algorithm located the seeded solution without producing strong
reproducibility, the necessity of strong reproducibility as a terminating condition was
rejected.
The sufficiency of strong reproducibility as a terminating condition for a genetic
algorithm was tested by running the algorithm on a database modified by the insertion of
a complex solution. Though we were not able to falsify the conjecture directly by
producing strong/negative results, we were able to demonstrate its weakness in a
secondary manner. This was accomplished by ex post facto analysis of Jacobson' s (1996)
results in light of the new knowledge of the solution space gained by this study.
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To our knowledge, it remains to be shown that a probabilistic search technique
such as a genetic algorithm can be expected to consistently produce the same results when
run on a highly complex fitness landscape. Because a genetic algorithm is a probabilistic
vice deterministic search technique, there remains no level of certainty in the outcome of
a search on a complex database of unknown fitness landscape.
In addition, we have proposed a new method for testing the effectiveness of a
particular genetic algorithm on a complex, unknown fitness landscape. This method
involves the alteration of only a small portion of the fitness landscape to insert a solution
of sufficient quality that the developer would be satisfied with the algorithm locating.
The ability of the algorithm to locate this seeded solution would give a subjective
indication of how well the algorithm performed on the unmodified database. While this
method can yield no certain information about the landscape's quality, it can give an
indication of the algorithm's ability to locate what the developer would otherwise
consider solutions of interest.
This thesis also has practical implications for the search for a Persian Gulf War
Syndrome. DaMI was adept at locating some high fitness measure scores in the
unmodified fitness landscape during the original production runs. It was also shown in
this study that DaMI could locate, with some regularity, simple solutions inserted by the
authors, though not with the consistency discussed by Jacobson's (1996). However,
DaMI proved inept at locating complex solutions of interest inserted by the author.
Specific explanations of this phenomenon and recommendations for further DaMI
research are contained in Appendix C.
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APPENDIX A. REPRODUCIBILITY AS DEFINED BY JACOBSON
"Reproducibility gives a strong indication that the alternative space has been
searched effectively. Ideally, we would like multiple independent runs of the genetic
algorithm in order to test only a few of the same rules of low fitness but converge on the
same rules of high fitness. A low intersection of low fitness rules between runs indicates
that each approached convergence from different areas of the search space (i.e. they did
not all follow the same path). A high intersection of high fitness rules suggests that,
despite entering the search space from different directions, each independent run has
arrived at the same answer. This reproducibility strongly suggests that the entire search
space has been effectively, but not physically, examined.
DaMI achieves high reproducibility in spite of the rapid search time and
tremendous space. In the exposure-to-diagnosis study, all three runs agree on the same 16
highest fitness hypotheses. Lower fitness hypotheses show steadily decreasing levels of
intersection, as is theoretically predicted. This is particularly exciting, because each
production run has achieved consensus by testing only 7,100 - 7,400 of the 1,041,000
possible attribute combinations. The probability of three independent runs randomly
agreeing on the same sixteen hypotheses (especially since each run is testing only 0.7% of
all possible attribute combinations) is infinitesimally small. The natural question is, "Did
the three runs, by some streak of luck, enter the search space from the same starting
point?" This is not the case, because the three runs only tested 14% of the same lower
fitness rules, proving that they have entered the space from different points but converged
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on the same answer. Note in Figure #18 that the percentage of rule intersection (Runs 20,
21, and 22 are the three runs conducted in the exposure-to-diagnosis study) between runs
approaches 100% for rules with a fitness measure higher than 8.0. This intersection
decreases steadily as the fitness measure decreases (going left on the graph)." (Jacobson,
1996)
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APPENDIX C. FINDINGS APPLICABLE ONLY TO DAMI RESEARCH
In the main body of the thesis, we discussed the testing of reproducibility in
general terms which would extrapolate not only to the other production runs reported in
Jacobson (1996), but to the testing of any genetic algorithm. We will now turn to the
specifics of the DaMI algorithm which explain how the algorithm gives intuitively strong
indications of effective search while at the same time producing disappointing results.
A. FITNESS LANDSCAPE CONSIDERATIONS
DaMI is a search algorithm designed to locate a syndrome (or syndromes), if one
exists, within the CCEP database. If an undefined syndrome exists, it is likely to be a
complex combination of common exposures, symptoms, and diagnoses, else it would
have been easily located by medical professionals. Is a genetic algorithm well-suited to
locate such a complex solution? Accepted genetic algorithm theory maintains that to
answer that question, some estimate of the nature of the solution space is necessary.
For a genetic algorithm to be successful, a type of "learning" must take place from
generation to generation. As stated in Chapter HI, this requires a relatively high degree of
correlation between neighbors on the fitness landscape to facilitate this learning process.
So far, we have discussed fitness landscapes only in terms of three-dimensional space.
To visualize the CCEP database solution space accurately would require the ability to
comprehend many more dimensions, which is impossible for the human brain. Having
said that, however, we will attempt to address the issue anyway.
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Let us consider a hypothetical syndrome similar to the ones seeded into the CCEP
database during the testing of the sufficiency of reproducibility as a terminating condition
(see Chapter IV), where a combination of three exposures resulted in two medical
diagnoses. Presumably, it is some interaction between the three of these exposures that
causes the medical conditions in the patient. Examining the contingency table of this
syndrome would show a high correlation between the LHS and RHS attributes which
would also be born out in the fitness measure. If a patient were exposed to just one or
any combination of two of the LHS attributes, no symptoms (and therefore no diagnoses)
are expected. As these cases would clearly be neighbors of the actual syndrome, what
correlation would we expect to see? This is a difficult question to answer in multi-
dimensional space, but let us make an attempt.
Consider the hypothetical situation where 2000 people were exposed to the first
attribute, 2000 to the second, and 2000 to the third. The intersection of any two of the
three groups is 1000 people, and the intersection of all three is 150 people. Of these 150
people, 99% were diagnosed with the two RHS attributes. All of the others were
diagnosed with these RHS attributes at the background rate of 10% for the rest of the
population. This would result in the population of 7746 (identical to the number of
records in priml) represented in Table C.l, where Ei is exposure 1, and so on.
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E, E2 E, # exposed # diagnosed with Di and
Y Y Y 150 149
Y Y N 850 85
Y N Y 850 85
N Y Y 850 85
Y N N 150 15
N Y N 150 15
N N Y 150 15
N N N 4596 460
Table C.l. Hypothetical Population in CCEP Database
The contingency table and the fitness measure for the syndrome of interest
(Ei/E2/E3 =



























These are only two of thousands of neighbors that the solution of interest could have. For
instance, (Ei/E5/E8 = 'Y';D5/Dn = 'N') and (Ei/E5/E8 = 'Y';D5 = 'Y') would also be
neighbors as they have the exposure Ei in common. Calculation of all of these would be
impractical. The two that were calculated should be two of the solution's nearest
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neighbors, however. Even in this simple hypothetical example, it is easy to see that there
is potentially little correlation between neighbors in the solution space, especially when it
is remembered that the lowest possible fitness measure is 1.0. The fitness measures of
1.59 and 2.01 are in a range where thousands of other solutions reside, and are not large
enough to alert the algorithm that it is approaching an interesting solution. A fitness
landscape ideally suited for genetic algorithm search would be less rugged, with the
optimum's nearest neighbors' fitness measures being only slightly less than its own, and a
low slope drop-off as the solutions diverge.
There are numerous other variables to consider, however. It is likely that the
modified j-measure proposed by the developers is not the best measure of a solution's
fitness, and that some other measure would tend to smooth out the fitness landscape. The
authors of this thesis did examine a number of other potential fitness measures, such as
the chi-square and simple odds ratio, but all suffered from some weakness that made
them undesirable. In any case, a visual examination of the three contingency tables above
would show that there is still the very large potential for low correlation between
neighbors on the fitness landscape no matter what fitness measure is used.
It is also possible that the hypothetical situation considered above is not
representative of the CCEP database. If there were a smaller intersection between any
two of the three exposures, or a larger intersection between the three, this would give a
higher correlation between the three solutions.
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B. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Note in all the figures in this thesis labeled "Exposure-to-Diagnosis
Reproducibility" that the ordinal x-axis range extends to >8.01. In the production,
experimental, and verifications runs, many (but not all) of the runs produced results with
values in this highest category (>8.01). However, upon examining the results in
Appendix C of Jacobson (1996), entitled "Top 100 Hypotheses Discovered by Exposures-
to-Diagnosis. . . Studies," we find that the #1 hypothesis reported has a fitness measure of
only 3.24. The reason for this is that the raw results produced by DaMI are manually
filtered by the author prior to inclusion in Appendix C according to the following criteria:
• Hypotheses applying to fewer than five individuals in the sample set were
removed to prevent undue influence by single outliers. By definition, a
syndrome is a medical condition shared by a number of individuals.
• Hypotheses were derived from a randomly selected 45% sample (without
replacement) subset of the entire CCEP database. These hypotheses were
tested against a separate 45% (independent) partition of the CCEP database.
Hypotheses whose fitness measure in the second (verification) sample differed
from the fitness measure from the original sample by more than 20% were
eliminated. Fitness measures which remain constant over both the original
and verification sample were called duplicable, suggesting they hold true for
the entire database and were not a statistical anolmaly.
(Jacobson, 1996)
After this filtration process, all of the hypotheses in the >8.01 range, and all but one
hypothesis in the 3.0-6.0 range have been intentionally eliminated due either to being
outliers or being non-duplicable (according to the above standards).
Recall that the goal of the statistical package, was to return a value representing
the interest of the given hypothesis, where "interesting" was defined as "combinations of
RHS attributes (dependent variables) which are highly dependent on combinations of
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LHS attributes (independent variables), or in other words, the candidate dependent
variables are truly determined (not independent of) by the candidate independent
variables." (Jacobson, 1996) Furthermore, in a genetic algorithm this interest value was
to be represented by the fitness measure (modified j-measure, in this case).
Now, however, after the algorithm has completed running, whether intentionally
or unintentionally, the authors have changed the definition of interesting. Interesting is
no longer represented by simply the modified j-measure value, but the modified j-
measure value subjected to the above filtration criteria. They are then left in the
paradoxical situation that the best solutions on which the algorithm has converged are not
interesting by the new definition. In a different paper (Bhargava and Jacobson, 1996), the
authors write, "The problem in many forms of decision science is not whether a model
performs accurately, but rather if it accurately represents the reality of the decision."
Unfortunately, this problem has not yet been solved with DaMI. In other words, the
algorithm may accurately search by the criteria in which it discriminates between
competing solutions, but it does not accurately represent the reality of the decision.
This author performed another independent study in which the same LHS and
RHS attributes were seeded, but a lower percentage was used for the seed. The pre-















A total of nine runs was performed on this modified database. None of the runs
located the seeded solution, and the algorithm yielded only weak reproducibility.
Consider the seeded solution with a fitness measure of 3.98, still a very interesting
solution both by fitness measure and by inspection of the contingency table. This value is
sufficient to have placed it #1 in the top 100 hypotheses reported in Appendix C of
Jacobson (1996), had it resided in the database at that time. Furthermore, the solution
criteria were such that this hypothesis would survive the filtration outlined above. So far
as the author knows, it was the best solution in the modified database by this criteria.
Let us now consider the hypothetical situation that DaMI had reproduced the
results outlined in Jacobson (1996). Specifically, consider hypothetically that DaMI had
converged similarly on the same high fitness measure (>8.01, though prior to the
filtration) results upon which production runs 20-22 had converged. This would have
yielded strong reproducibility according to the definition offered by Jacobson. What
would this intuitively tell us about whether or not DaMI had located the seeded solution?
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To answer this question, we performed a separate reproducibility analysis on the range of
solutions offered in Appendix C of Jacobson (1996). As mentioned above, the seeded
solution had a fitness measure of 3.98, higher than the #1 fitness measure reported in
Appendix C (3.24). The #100 solution had a fitness measure of 2.15. The same program
used to produce the "Exposure-to-Diagnosis Reproducibility" graphs was used to analyze
production runs 20/21 and 20/22 for the range of fitness measures 2. 15-3.98. The
reproducibilities in this range were 8.61% and 9.01%, respectfully. While DaMI could
hypothetically give reproducibility on the order of 90%- 100% in the range of fitness
measures >8.01, it was giving very low reproducibility in the range of fitness measures
that could very likely contain the most interesting solutions. Consequently, even if strong
reproducibility was a good indication of DaMI's effectiveness, it does not yield a lot of
confidence that the solution space has been adequately searched in the area where the
most interesting hypotheses could likely reside.
C. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It has been theoretically demonstrated that DaMI suffers from potentially severe
limitations depending on the nature of the fitness landscape, and that a genetic algorithm
may not be well suited for problems of this type. The inability of DaMI to locate a
complex seeded solution in any of 19 experimental runs lends practical support to this
conclusion. Though it is possible that a different fitness measure could overcome this
weakness, none were found by these authors that did not suffer from other debilitating
weaknesses.
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It has also been demonstrated that DaMI does not accurately model the decision
process. It is recommended that any criteria that will ultimately be used to determine the
level of interest of a particular hypothesis also be included within the generational
operation of the algorithm, so that DaMI is not biased towards uninteresting solutions.
It is the opinion of these authors that a the "brute force" method be reconsidered.
The calculations reported by Jacobson (see Chapter II) involved two worst-case
assumptions. Specifically, 1) all combinations of attributes were considered, no matter
how unreasonable (e.g. 29 exposures combining to yield 15 diagnoses, 31 exposures
combining to give 17 diagnoses, etc.), and 2) a relatively slow machine was used to
perform the calculations. More reasonable assumptions about the nature of possible
syndromes coupled with a more powerful machine would bring the feasibility of this
method well within acceptable bounds, especially considering the months of effort that
will be necessary to improve DaMI as it stands. This would also eliminate any
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